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Descriptif d’enseignement / Course descriptions 
Cycle master 2  

Semestre 1 

Titre du cours – REFUGEES AND OTHER MIGRANTS 
Intitulé du cours REFUGEES AND OTHER MIGRANTS 
Type de cours :  SEMINAIRE EN UNITE DE RECHERCHE ET D’ENSEIGNEMENT, Cycle Master 2 (5ème année), Semestre 1 

Langue du cours/Language of instruction : ANGLAIS 
 

Enseignant(s) – Professor(s) 
Nom de l’enseignant : NASSIM MAJIDI 
Titre ou profession : Founder & Director, Samuel Hall 

Contact : NASSIM.MAJIDI@SCIENCESPO.FR  

 

Résumé du cours – Objectifs - Course description – Targets 
 
Although human mobility is part of human history and has remained steady over the past decades, the estimated number of 
refugees and internally displaced persons has never been so important , while mobility management at large has gained 
unprecedented importance in policy-making (e.g. the NYC declaration and the global compacts on refugees and migration). 
 
The course will cover theoretical and empirical examples of the importance of migration as a lens to understanding policy and 
programming: Afghanistan, Syria, Somalia, the European Union and its Mediterranean neighbourhood will be discussed 
through the prism of contemporary case studies and tutors' practical experience. This course aims to contribute a practical and 
critical understanding of topical issues at stake in the way refugee and migrants' rights are impacted by systems aiming to 
manage forced migration and human mobility at large. 
 
This course is designed as an introduction to the basic concepts, issues and problems that pertain to migration, especially 
forced migration from the side of migrants and policy-makers. Students will be taught to critically analyse the migration 
profiles of countries beyond the forced/voluntary dichotomy and gain critical familiarity with the diversity of stakeholders in 
mobility management to better assess what avenues of humanitarian, development and political cooperation should be 
developed to protect populations in times of crises. 
 
Key underlying questions will be considered: Why “manage” migration? How to assess vulnerability and wellbeing? WHow well 
equipped is the international refugee regime to cope with the changing aspects of these movements? How sensible are 
categories of migration? What are current crises’ impact on population movements? Why are people moving (causes of 
migration), and what are they looking for in displacement (drivers of migration) and upon return (reintegration)? 
 

Evaluation - Assessment 
- Attendance (30%) 
- Active participation and reading (30%) 
- Final Essay (40%) 
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Plan – Séances - Course outline 
Session 1 / Migration, mobility, vulnerability: introduction to key concepts 
Session 2 / Global compacts and New ways of working: A changing policy and institutional landscape 
Session 3 / Migration and a Vision for our societies (led by an external tutor) 
Session 4 / Borders and deportations: how far can states go to control migrant populations? 
Session 5 / Managing migration: return migration and (re)integration 
Session 6 / Broadening the durable solutions conversation 
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